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KosherTorah on Love
by Ariel B. Tzadok

It is said that
love makes the world go round.

Such a lovely sentiment,
but how true is it?

The world operates according to
the laws of nature,

and do we find love in natural law?

Be careful how you answer this,
for the answer depends 

upon one's point of view!

Love is many things,
and we find expressions of it

in nature,
and we find expressions of it

within humanity,
and the two are very much

not the same.

Nature seeks natural balance,
and harmony

between the natural forces
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that govern reality.
When all is in harmony, 

balance and peace,
then we can say

nature is loving and good.
But when nature is out of balance,

then hell hath no fury
like Mother Nature scorned!

We human beings are part of nature
although we often wish to 

forget it, or deny it.
Greater humanity also 

seeks its natural balance
so that there can be peace,

and harmony among people.
Yet, when people forget 

the natural way,
and seek to live as they choose

regardless of the imbalance
that they cause in greater humanity,

and simultaneously in Mother Nature,
then her natural wrath is unleashed,

and humanity eventually pays the price!

One cannot fool Mother Nature!
One cannot continue to insult her,

and contradict the natural way
without natural consequences.

This is natural love,
the Way of the universe.

Love is not a feeling.
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Love is the actions that we do.
When we act naturally,

we are loving our world.
When we act properly 
within the parameters 

of our personal individuality
we come to know who we really are,

and act accordingly, naturally.
We treat ourselves, 

and everyone else with respect.

Loving another is respecting the other.
Feelings may, or may not, be a part of it.

Caring about another is helping the other.
Feelings may, or may not, be a part of it.

In order to celebrate love,
one must be both lovable, and loving.
Draw to yourself, and give to others!

Be natural, 
cast aside human-made confusions!
Be natural, and you will be lovable,

and thus you will be loved,
by both Mother Nature

and her children, 
our fellow human beings,

maybe even by a very special other.

Celebrate love – be real!
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